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Hi, I’m Sharon Jurd and welcome to my Biz Blitz Video. Today, I want you to make 
you aware of something -- you are more in control than you think.  
 
I’m telling you, if you’re sitting there going, “I’m out of control.” I’m telling you, 
you are in control of being out of control. Let’s think about chaos for a minute. 
If your life is in chaos, you are controlling that, you’re allowing that to happen, 
there are actions or steps you are taking to allow that chaos to come into your 
life. If you’re sitting there going, “I haven’t got any money, I’m not in control of 
that.” Yes, you are. You are controlling not having any money. What that means 
is, did you contact those clients? Did you do all the steps to make sure that you 
had extra income coming in? Did you market yourself correctly? Are you running 
your business correctly? You are controlling the amount of money coming in, 
particularly if you’re controlling your own time because if you’ve got no time, 
you’re also controlling that and I always say, “He who controls your time, 
controls your income.” If you’re being distracted and people are pulling you 
from one direction to the other, you’ve got clients going, “I need this 
immediately, I need this now,” that’s other people controlling your time, 
therefore, controlling your income.  
 
Yes, whatever’s going on in your life, you are more in control than you think. 
Think about what’s happening in your business, if your business is not growing, 
if you’re not earning the money, then go, “Okay, how can I take control of this 
or change this by being consciously aware of controlling these circumstances?” 
I teach a lot of this to my attendees at Grow Your Coaching Biz. What I teach 
them is how to control your time so you’re controlling your income so you don’t 
have clients who are D clients, who are taking up 80% of your time, getting you 
distracted, so you’re dealing with people you don’t want to deal with. I share 
with you how to manage that within your coaching and speaking business.  
 
Come along to my Grow Your Coaching Biz here on the Gold Coast and I will 
share many strategies with you to show you how to take back control and be 
very in control of what’s happening in your life. This is a 3-day event, on the Gold 
Coast, the link will be around this video somewhere so go and have a look, book 
in, make the commitment and hopefully, I will see you at my event.  
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If you think this video would be of value to your family, friends, or colleagues, 
please share my video because I want to help as many people as I can, and I 
hope to see you at my event.  
 
Talk soon.  
 


